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BOOK SYNOPSIS
A revolutionary guide to Self-Health!Are you one of millions who fuel the billion
dollar diet industry? Diet afterdiet...youve tried and yet have failed to achieve your
long-term goals. You are not alone.The Pancreatic Oath is a revolutionary new book
from registered nurse, licensedsocial worker and certified health counselor Candice
Rosen that introduces thecutting-edge Pancreatic Nutritional Program (PNP).
Simply, the PNP providesreaders with an understanding of how their body processes
the food they choose to eat, how it affects their pancreas, and the domino effect that
poor choices have on their weight and their health.In this groundbreaking new book
you will learn about: Pancreatic abuse-signs and causesThe relationship between the
pancreas, diabetes and other chronic healthissuesThe ten essentials of the PNP How
to test blood glucose levels and what they meanSample meal choices and
recipesFrom weight gain to diabetes to heart disease, what you eat and how that
foodaffects the pancreas has a direct effect on your health. It can cause or prevent
future disease. It can cause you to gain or lose weight. The Pancreatic Oath peels
away the mystery that surrounds the functioning of the often overlooked, but
terribly important gland called the pancreas.Live and eat not just for today. Eat for
all the tomorrows!Candice Rosen, R.N., B.S., M.S.W., C.H.C. is the Founder,
Executive Director andPrincipal Health Counselor of the Pancreatic Nutritional
Program (PNP ). Candicehas spent her lifes work focused on improving the wellness
of both her clientsand her community. Her experiences as a clinical therapist and as
a nurse giveher a unique perspective when it comes to nutrition counseling. As the
Chair ofHealthcare Initiatives for Chicagos Sister Cities International Program, she
works to advocate preventative medicine, improve disability access, promote
maternal and infant health, and bring awareness to the global obesity and diabetes
epidemics. She and her husband are the parents of four children. Her counseling
practice website is located at www.pnprogram.com.
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